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The OSCE Project Co-ordinator in

Ukraine is mandated to plan, implement,

and monitor projects that help Ukraine

enhance its security and develop its

legislation, institutions, and practices in

line with democratic standards. The goal

is to support the country in adapting

legislation, structures, and processes to

the requirements of a modern democracy

built on a secure environment for its

people.

This newsletter provides a brief

overview of the Co-ordinator’s efforts to

support ongoing reforms, promote

dialogue and help the country meet crisis-

related challenges.
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Child’s rights in courts report 
SEE TRIAL MONITORING

Preparing to local vote 

this autumn

SEE ELECTIONS

Rights of a Child in Courts

report presented

SEE TRIAL MONITORING

COVID-19 risks for domestic 

violence, cybercrime and 

trafficking in humans beings

SEE HUMAN SECURTY

APRIL – JUNE 2020

International Day for Mine 

Awareness, legislative work 
SEE MINE ACTION

Constitutional Court’s training centre opened

SEE RULE OF LAW & HUMAN RIGHTS

Useful resources for 

quarantine 

SEE COVID-19 RESPONCE



DEMOCRATIZATION AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

15 April 2020. This winter the Parliament of Ukraine

adopted the Election Code, which was welcomed by civil

society and international community as a sizeable step in

harmonization of electoral legislation. However, analysis,

performed within the OSCE PCU’s projects, outlined a

number of areas where the Code should be improved in

order to be a good foundation for the local elections, due in

October this year. See the presentation delivered by the

OSCE PCU’s experts here https://bit.ly/39N4Bys.

The recent developments effectively stopped the process

of consultations on electoral legislation reform that was

already underway in Verkhovna Rada, but modern ICT

technologies allow to revitalise it. That is why the OSCE

Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine joined our partners the

International Foundation for Electoral System and Civil

Network OPORA in a statement that proposes to

parliamentarians to resume this process. To learn more

22 April 2020. In-depth coverage of decentralization

processes has a serious impact on success of this

comprehensive reform. To promote good journalism and

enhance awareness of people about implications of

ongoing transformations on their lives the Ministry for

Development of Communities and Territories (Мінрегіон)

jointly with the OSCE Project Co-ordinator, Council of

Europe Office in Kyiv (Офіс Ради Європи в Україні - Київ)

and Internews Ukraine are organizing a contest for best

media works on the topic. To learn more

12 June 2020. Any reform of the administrative-territorial

structure will succeed and meet the interests and needs of

citizens, if it is implemented based on in-depth research.

The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved

administrative centres and territories of communities of the

majority of oblasts. Decisions on the communities of

several oblasts will be finalized shortly. Division by the new

rayons are yet to be adopted by the Parliament.

The OSCE Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine contributed to

the elaboration of these decisions by providing expert

support that allowed to analyze and consider, inter alia,

such an important criterion, as communities’ sustainability

with the view of their demographics, condition of

infrastructural development and finances. To learn more

ELECTIONS

26 June 2020. With local elections approaching this year,

the OSCE Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine assists the

Central Election Commission of Ukraine in developing and

launching a chat bot in Facebook and Telegram to make it

easier for users to get informed about various aspects of

electoral processes. The software will serve to provide

timely and relevant information for three categories of

audience:

📌voters (e.g. about location of the polling station)

📌election commissioners (e.g. on rules of organizing

election process)

📌candidates (e.g. ,about procedures for submission of

necessary documents).

To learn more

21 April 2020. Efforts to strengthen social cohesion at the

local level require analytical work to identify divisions and

conflicts that need planned interventions. From July 2019

till April 2020, the OSCE Project Co-ordinator has been

helping to pilot the Methodology Guide, developed by our

partner – Ministry for Temporarily Occupied Territories and

Internally Displaced Persons – to assess the situation at

the level of communities. The methodology was tested in

five communities in total. Officials of those communities

also received tailored trainings on conflict sensitivity and

the use of dialogue tools. Based on this work, the Co-

ordinator also helped to devise the Explanatory Note that

will simplify use of conflict assessment tools for local

authorities. The full report of the piloting and the

Explanatory Notes (in Ukrainian) are available at the OSCE

website. To learn more

29 February 2020. Between 25 and 28 February in Kyiv,

the OSCE Project Co-ordinator trained 90 aides of

Members of the Parliament and Rada’ administration staff

members in building effective dialogue-based

communication. The training was organised in cooperation

with the Ukrainian Law Making School of the Legislation

Institute of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. To learn more

DIALOGUE

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F39N4Bys%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3aR4OX6CKNCHz2FQyq0F54Fwc1PLliHNfz0gPmTR0Wz5fVa7PqaMJ9OAM&h=AT2S2c2UrLLoo69TgttJmS0fb8XSW-wVej5-9_y6VxpxEtMamFgvRhDyLe09NzCdInNlFqwvTlCmuecTtEcZZ3rtGTVz7lh3nIpKryjOqTTJThXTUSeEJhhtjiMQTUZlZeZm
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1129453747408995
https://www.facebook.com/MinregionUkraine/?eid=ARAdYXZAsmCa1_ljEH_sujGAaPDt_LT5FKSPqjEJ2-MpLRaY3BqLiS5dWvOn3MU4NXrrzLEkzeoJ7Cn8&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/coe.office.in.ukraine/?eid=ARDu1jj0LS7Bd3QADQW1G2zoI6jwVtBGqn6Ywnqpau60VzOaSUIDj1h_5VGfxCE2cYdvRtINhGEZ1tUa&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/internewsukraine/?eid=ARAYUP6FhFXNiwnS9BGjDBi_ycPpa8HoesQkmVez_2OIoCHvH9I0uwaSP8Y__lNYkX0JVnHcTVcj2xS7&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/photos/a.316619898692388/1135133033507733/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1174826779538358
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1186406775047025
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1071089213245449
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1091133091241061


HUMAN SECURITY

23 June 2020. Across Ukraine, there are around 1,500

labour inspectors of the State Labour Service of Ukraine,

they have the authority to verify whether an employer

complies with the requirements of properly organized

working process at an enterprise. Labour inspectors are

those state officials who can significantly strengthen the

system of combating trafficking in human beings.

That is why the OSCE Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine has

developed a specialized online course on combating

trafficking in human beings for the needs of the State

Labour Service staff. The training tool was presented and

handed over to the Labour Service on 23 June 2020, it

contains 6 sections and is designed for 12 hours of distant

learning. To learn more

COMBATING TRAFFICKING IN 

HUMAN BEINGS

17 April 2020. Amarsanaa Darisuren, OSCE Senior

Adviser on Gender Issues, reviews different impact factors

COVID-19 situation has on men and women in a recent

article, available in English here: https://bit.ly/2ZBTnIY

To help dimimish some of the risks, described in the article, 

PCU call upon its followers to share with others a recently 

produced leaflet by the OSCE Project Co-ordinator, which 

is available for download here: https://bit.ly/2BryWGS.

To learn more

GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

16 April 2020. COVID-2019 is a challenge that also

heightens risks in a number of spheres, where the OSCE

Project Co-ordinator helps Ukrainian institutions to

enhance security of its citizens. Notably:

📌quarantine and social distancing may result in worsening

of domestic violence situation

📌distant working is a perfect condition for cybercrimes

📌economic challenges put more people into risk of

becoming victims of human trafficking

To help Ukraine better address these challenges, the

Project Co-ordinator, in partnership with the Ministry of

Social Policy of Ukraine and the National Police:

- sent to the regions 5,000 medical masks to strengthen

protection of social workers, who remain at the forefront of

dealing with vulnerable categories of people, who can

suffer from trafficking or domestic violence;

- printed and sent to the regional offices and departments

of social protection 2,000 information posters, that provide

advice and useful references to resources on dealing with

those threats. To learn more

2 June 2020. School age is a good time to already know

how to surf in cyberspace safely and to be able to avoid

traps by digital criminals. For example, those set up by

traffickers in human beings. That is the reason the OSCE

Project Coordinator supported the 2nd online contest

"Young Cyber-Erudite" organized by Kharkiv University of

Internal Affairs to promote cyber education at schools. The

first round of the competition was attended by 253 pupils

from 10th -11th grades, including 62 girls.

All participants of the second round and the winners of the

contest received gifts from the OSCE PCU and the

Ukrainian E-Sports Federation. In addition, the OSCE

Project Coordinator in Ukraine will conduct online courses

for 10 finalists during this month on the subjects related to

information security. To learn more

https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1183950121959357
https://bit.ly/2ZBTnIY
https://bit.ly/2BryWGS
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1131127553908281
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1129686954052341
https://www.facebook.com/events/2502842779967722/permalink/2509444389307561/


RULE OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS

22 June 2020. 24 years ago the Parliament deliberated the

draft of new Constitution for independent Ukraine. The final

document was born in fierce debate and the Constitution

was finally adopted at the dawn of 28 June 1996. As the

Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine joined the Constitutional

Court in the “Constitutional Week” series of events, we

presented a video explaining the nature and significance of

the constitutional complaint mechanism. To learn more

24 June 2020. Daily flow of world news may nurture a

suspicion of widespread disenchantment in formal political

institutions, though researchers indicate trends of more

and more people being involved in political processes in

many ways. As Ukraine’s Constitution Day is approaching,

it provides a good opportunity to reflect on how modern

challenges to democracy impact the role of Basic Law and

constitutional justice. Oleksandr Vodyannikov, Legal

Advisor to the OSCE Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine,

proposed to cast a look at these issues through the

historical perspective in his online lecture “A Tribunal for

Democracy: Protecting the Constitution in the World of

Post-Modernity”. To learn more

25 June 2020. The Constitution Day (a Ukrainian public

holiday celebrated on 28 June since 1996) is a perfect

opportunity to ponder on the current issues of democracy,

constitutionalism and the rule of law through different

formats, applied by the Constitutional Court of Ukraine and

the OSCE Project co-ordinator in Ukraine. This year the

Court and Project Co-ordinator jointed efforts with the

European Commission for Democracy through Law in

organizing an online conference to explore influential

concepts of rule of law and constitutional jurisprudence.

Judges from constitutional courts and ECHR, Supreme

Court, members of parliament, Venice Commission

members and leading experts in constitutionalism shared

their views on constitutional provisions interpretation;

constitutional control as a means of dealing with

interpretational conflicts; and constitutional complaint as a

tool of human rights promotion. To learn more

Coming soon. Constitutionalism and the Rule of Law –

2020. IX Summer School. 30 law students and PhD

candidates will participate in the Summer School. Students

of the School would be able to begin to link their theoretical

studies to on-going reforms processes, human rights

practice and identify key issues and challenges in the area

of constitutionalism and the rule of law. To learn more

19 June 2020. Ambassador Henrik Villadsen, the OSCE

Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine, and Judge Oleksandr

Tupytskyi, the Chairman of the Constitutional Court of

Ukraine, launched the training facility established at the

Court's premises as part of a joint project “Support to

Ukraine's Human Rights Protection by Enhancing

Accessibility of Constitutional Justice”, implemented with

financial support of the Government of the Federal

Republic of Germany.

Just right after the opening of the facility, its first online

event – workshop "Constitutional Proceedings: New

Opportunities and Peculiarities of their Implementation"

took place, with the participation of representatives of the

Constitutional Court of Ukraine, Donetsk Law Institute of

the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine and Luhansk

State University of Internal Affairs named after E.O.

Didorenko. In future, such online events will be held on a

regular basis, which will contribute to the operation of the

Court during the pandemic. To learn more

CONSTITUTIONAL JUSTICE

2 April 2020. With all due precautions regarding the risks

related to COVID-19, the OSCE Project Co-ordinator in

Ukraine has provided to the Constitutional Court of Ukraine

the equipment needed to create a training and

telecommunication center. In the nearest future this will

allow to conduct trainings and other events for judges and

the Court’s Secretariat staff, organize expert discussions

with participation of legal practitioners, academia

representatives and human rights activists. The donated

equipment will allow to do videoconferencing for such

events, which is highly relevant now, but will also give

opportunity for regions to be included in the discussions.

To learn more

https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/videos/286149809204481/
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1184524515235251
https://www.facebook.com/events/2934800593285708/
https://www.osce.org/project-coordinator-in-ukraine/450754
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1180527635634939
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1119005908453779


RULE OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS

11 June 2020. Both parents have common responsibilities

to care for the upbringing and development of a child,

according to the Supreme Court practice and international

standards. However, a recent analysis of the court practice

conducted with the support of the OSCE Project Co-

ordinator shows, that when the courts of first instance and

appeal deal with cases, involving girls, they often rely on a

gender stereotype that preference should be given to

mothers.

To tackle this and many other gender-related challenges

within the national justice system and to support the

National School of Judges with implementation of its

Recommendations on promotion of gender equality in

justice, the OSCE PCU jointly with the School continues

building up the national gender focal point network that

consists of judges from across Ukraine. Twenty judges

participated in the three-day tailored online training to be

able to identify gender stereotypes and discrimination,

strengthen competencies in gender-sensitive justice

delivery, and mainstream gender equality within their

professional environment. To learn more

1 June 2020. A vast majority of Ukrainian civil and

administrative court cases concerning the interests of a

minor are being examined without involving the minor in

question. This is one of the key findings of monitoring and

research conducted by civil society on the initiative of

Ukraine’s Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights. The

research was supported by the OSCE Project Co-ordinator

in Ukraine. The report, available in Ukrainian, was

presented at an online event on 1 June 2020, the

International Day for the Protection of Children. The event

brought together more than 200 judges, representatives of

state authorities, civil society and human rights activists,

and other justice sector stakeholders. To learn more

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

22 June 2020. Unauthorized access to personal data,

including in state registers, their sale or publication, the

spread of malware and targeted cyberattacks are just a

few of crimes committed through information technology.

Modern law enforcement officers have to address them.

Naturally, technology is evolving faster than the law, and

that is why detectives are facing challenges not only in

investigating, but also in defining corpus delicti in

cybercrime so that the perpetrator gets what he or she

really deserves in terms of punishment.

The answers to such thematic questions can be found in

the presentation of Dr Mykola Karchevsky - an expert

engaged by the OSCE Project Coordinator for the

development of training programs for law enforcement.

This presentation is now available here:

http://tiny.cc/ommhpz. To learn more

GENDER IN JUSTICE

TRIAL MONITORING

https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1173946449626391
https://www.facebook.com/events/2502842779967722/permalink/2509444389307561/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Ftiny.cc%2Fommhpz%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3FrTm1KDwk4oyOisNP_LC5ZDjHogo5VZ_vD9AUxbolSpWltvB6aOXA9SI&h=AT0W5nIT5AR1zZTiBHuRUeXgK53YQ3BM2JOoez8lZRZI_Zaoyn_9nzqIY06h8Ov-dHuWRgI3y8nVGpfW84p7XrT5hCbI2tetOMOb3Nc5sWAKVtSELhERK_gVlyuIlrakCQHZ
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1157745171246519


ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND

POLITICO-MILITARY PROJECTS

4 April 2020. As the world marks the International Day for

Mine Awareness and Assistance in Mine Action, the Chief

Monitor of the OSCE SMM - Special Monitoring Mission to

Ukraine, Yaşar Halit Çevik, and the OSCE Project Co-

ordinator in Ukraine, Henrik Villadsen, reiterated the

importance and urgency of conducting mine action in

eastern Ukraine. To learn more

5 April 2020. Article “Making the lands safe - Ukraine’s

challenges of humanitarian demining” produced by

Miljenko Vahtarić and Andrii Dziubenko for ZN.UA website

on the occasion of International Day for Mine Awareness

and Assistance in Mine Action outlines prospects and

needs to ensure the country has an effective system of

response to explosive threats. To learn more

6 April 2020. The OSCE Project Co-ordinator in Ukraine

invited journalists and bloggers to participate in the press

tour to give insight into the principles and procedures of

humanitarian demining on the examples of conflict-affected

areas. In addition, the participants will have a chance to

communicate with international and national mine action

experts, raise awareness of international best practices

and local initiatives, see practical works aimed at reducing

risks of explosive hazards for people.

Given the COVID-19 pandemic, the event dates are

preliminary, and the PCU reserves the right to postpone

the press tour for a later date. To learn more

20 June 2020. Humanitarian demining needs a systemic

approach to make sure that efforts of all agencies are

coordinated and resources are used with maximum effect

to diminish risks to civilians from explosive objects. The

Ukrainian parliament made a move to change the

legislation to enable practical implementation of framework

2019 Mine Action Law. The draft law 2618 adopted in the

first reading proposes to establish Mine Action Center with

existing facilities of the Ministry of Defense and

Humanitarian Demining Centre under the State Emergency

Service. Their work will be coordinated by a special

interagency body.

The OSCE Project Co-ordinator provided expert advice in

the process of elaboration of these changes, and

introduced stakeholders to international experience in this

sphere.. To learn more

9 April 2020. The photos from Boryspil Airport illustrate an

unexpected added value of last year’s efforts by the OSCE

Project Co-ordinator. Officials of State Customs Service

(Нова митниця) are secured against COVID-19 due to the

special suits and gas masks that the Co-ordinator handed

over in summer 2019 to the training institutions of the State

Customs Service of Ukraine and the State Border Guard

Service of Ukraine to exercise skills on countering

chemical threats. According to our partners, the suits,

which also effectively protect against biological threats,

have been dispatched to those border control points,

where the risk of contamination is the highest. To learn

more

18 May 2020. Draughts imposed by climate change make

sustainable and well thought-out water management a

priority of state policy. The infographics developed by the

project demonstrate availability of water resources under

low-water conditions in different regions along the Dniester

river basin. It helps to see where efforts are needed to

ensure water supply. The infographics was produced with

the use of water balance calculation system developed in

2018-2019 as part of the GEF/UNDP/OSCE/UNECE

project “Enabling transboundary co-operation and

integrated water resources management in the Dniester

River Basin”. To learn more

31 May 2020. The Dniester Day marked on May 31 is a

good occasion to revisit challenges of climate change that

already have an impact on the basin and people living

along the river and its tributaries. In 2012-17 the OSCE,

UNECE under umbrella of the international initiative

ENVSEC produced climate change analysis and proposed

measures to counter its negative consequences in the

basin. “Strategic Framework for Adaptation to Climate

Change in the Dniester River Basin” signed by the

ministers of the environment of the Republic of Moldova

and Ukraine, along with a plan to implement the measures

are available in English and local languages at

https://dniester-commission.com/wp-

content/uploads/2018/12/Dniester_ukr_web.pdf.

To learn more

MINE ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY

https://www.facebook.com/oscesmm/?eid=ARD4nIDKRY4Tw02Z5i5U7njDwzUb1ldOK5Oek1LwWuCnfXrAXP3fGDfKyoa63c-iw-cR2qteaJtyzcW4&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1120537174967319
https://www.facebook.com/andrii.dziubenko?eid=ARCCWqG-rLdlXO8HjeiLc7hp25e_nNyv22gUmQdk9QC_CZTc89xQ4LWjpBk_oF_MwRHmY89B45GSa2HV
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1120774824943554
https://www.facebook.com/events/2576680745930050/
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/videos/286149809204481/
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1124386454582391
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1155387704815599
https://dniester-commission.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Dniester_ukr_web.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2_H8noCU4xDf3lNTTqISh5LtXG6dqE1fmWF-u9J0HXROiFXb49t78SsIU
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1155387704815599


OUTREACH / COORDINATION

Follow us: 

WEB Facebook YouTube

E-mail us: office-pcu@osce.org

Visit us: 16 Striletska St., Kyiv, Ukraine 

19 April 2019. Lockdown delayed but didn’t prevent

annual discussion of ways to achieve closer coordination of

project work between the OSCE PCU and the Council of

Europe’s Office in Ukraine. The online meeting covered all

the areas where the two missions already have established

and long lasting cooperation, or where such cooperation

should be deepened. The two offices naturally have a lot of

synergy in supporting Ukraine’s work in strengthening

justice, law enforcement and human rights protection

mechanisms, as well as in supporting democratic

institutions, including election, civil society and media. But

it was also important to discuss plans for promoting

dialogue as a tool of enhancing social stability, efforts to

combat domestic violence and improve gender equality,

projects for combating money-laundering. To learn more

21 May 2020. Normally, on Vyshyvanka Day our office

would get together to showcase the PCU team’s bright and

diverse collection of embroidered shirts and dresses. This

time we couldn’t do it, unfortunately. Nevertheless, we

decided to launch VyshyvankaChallenge for followers of

our page. Our employees read Ukrainian poetry (and

sang!), and you could admire the vishyvankas and verses,

but also try to guess names of the authors – and post in

the comments your versions. We offered small and

pleasant prizes to those 2 winners who named correctly

the poets. To learn more

1 April 2020. For many years the OSCE Project Co-

ordinator in Ukraine has been helping to improve the

system of legal education. Therefore, it was an easy task

to assemble a collection of materials that could definitely

help students of law to adapt to challenges of distant

learning. Notably, PCU helped to produce a number of

comprehensive handbooks on general legal theory,

criminal law, criminal procedure, general administrative

law, principles of the Election Law and the right to freedom

of peaceful assembly. For those who want to expand

understanding of how to apply international law for defence

of human rights, we propose: Interactive Journal on the

case-law of the European Court of Human Rights and on

European Court of Human Rights, European Convention

on Human Rights and individual statements. To learn

more

23 April 2020. Life is a lesson in progress for any lawyer,

who is passionate about his or her profession. Quarantine

is a challenge, but not a disaster, especially if you are

serious about investing your time and effort into

professional development. The offered collection of

materials could serve as an inspiration for legal

professionals to go on and expand horizons of expertise.

These resources could be quite handy for those who want

to deepen understanding of international tools that can be

used to protect human rights, including case-law of the

European Court of Human Rights. To learn more

29 April 2020. Social distancing and teleworking can

sharpen our relations both at home and with our

colleagues or partners, bring those relations to the verge of

conflicts. We use this opportunity to reminding of existence

of approaches and technics that can help to transform

conflict energy from standoff to constructive cooperation.

Dialogue is a managed communication that helps all

participants of the process understand and take into

account needs and views of each other. If you want to use

quarantine time for upgrading your skills and knowledge in

using such approaches, this collection of materials will be

very useful. To learn more

30 April 2020. In view of the ongoing COVID-19

pandemic, the OSCE Project Co-ordinator provided

assistance to Ukraine with a number of activities including

handover of personal protective equipment (PPE) and

awareness-raising. To learn more

https://www.osce.org/project-coordinator-in-ukraine
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UComIkCBvCpXtWOTNPqi9wmg/featured?disable_polymer=1
mailto:office-pcu@osce.org
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1156216878066015
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/videos/925499121233201/?v=925499121233201
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1118209355200101
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1135818493439187
https://www.facebook.com/OSCE.Ukraine.Projects/posts/1140533686301001
https://www.osce.org/project-coordinator-in-ukraine/451252

